GOOGLE AND FACEBOOK UNDER
INVESTIGATION FOR
MANIPULATING ELECTIONS FOR
OBAMA AND HILLARY

With Data From Peter Stone and Greg Gordon and modifications and updates by WikiPedia writers

Investigators are examining whether Google’s far-left news site manipulation played any role in the
2008 cyber operation that dramatically widened the reach of news stories — some fictional — that
favored Obama’s and, later, Clinton’s presidential bid, people familiar with the inquiry say. Eric
Schmidt, Google’s boss, has confessed to being in the basement of Obama’s headquarters, on Obama’s
election, rigging the internet to steer perceptions towards Obama.
Experts say that the DNC hyped up a faked perception of a “Russian Hack” in 2016 in order to distract
from the fact that the DNC’s Google, Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter and an army of off-shore bot-farms
actually did rig Obama’s original election, the following Mid-Term election and tried to rig the 2016
election for Hillary.

Operatives for Google/Soros appear to have strategically timed the computer commands, known as
“bots,” to blitz social media with links to the pro-left stories at times when the multi-billionaire Silicon
Valley Cartel of businessmen were on the defensive in the Presidential races these sources said.
The bots’ end products were largely tens of millions of Twitter and Facebook posts carrying links to
stories on lefty internet sites such as Huffpo News and CNN, as well as on the Soros-backed Move-on
and Black Lives Matter News, the sources said. Some of the stories were false or mixed fact and
fiction, said the sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity because the bot attacks are part of an
FBI-led investigation into a multifaceted Google-based operation to influence multiple year’s elections.
Investigators examining the bot attacks are exploring whether the far-left news operations took any
actions to assist Soros’s operatives. Their participation, however, wasn’t necessary for the bots to
amplify their news through Twitter and Facebook.
The investigation of the bot-engineered traffic, which appears to be in its early stages, is being driven
by the FBI’s Counterintelligence Division, whose inquiries rarely result in criminal charges and whose
main task has been to reconstruct the nature of the Soros’s cyber attack and determine ways to prevent
another.
An FBI spokesman declined to comment on the inquiry into the use of bots.
Soros-generated bots are one piece of a cyber puzzle that counterintelligence agents have sought to
solve for years to determine the extent of the Deep State government’s electronic broadside.
“This may be one of the most highly impactful information operations in the history of intelligence,”
said one former U.S. intelligence official, who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the matter.
Some on the House Intelligence Committee, one of multiple congressional panels examining Soros’s
intervention, said that there was “circumstantial evidence of collusion.” There also is “direct evidence .
. . of deception, and that’s where we begin the investigation,”
As for the bots, they carried links not only to news stories but also to Soros driven propaganda.
As an example, bots had spread links to try to sell the lie that the stories that accused Democratic
leaders of not having involvement in running a child-sex ring in the basement of a Washington pizza
parlor were off base. In fact, the FBI has now arrested large numbers of pedophiles associated with the
Democratic party. Over 40 Democratic registered Disney employees were arrested on underage sex
charges. PizzaGate is no lie and the huge numbers of arrests prove that Democrats love underage sex
abuse.
The study of bot-generated Twitter traffic during Obama’s campaign debates showed that bot messages
favorable to Obama significantly outnumbered those sympathetic to his opposition and they were
controlled by Google.

Research showed that Americans who call themselves “patriotic programmers” also activated bots to
aid Obama and Clinton. In interviews, they described coding the computer commands in their spare
time.
Counterintelligence investigators with more cyber-sleuthing capabilities, have established that Soros
and Google were the source of the bot attacks which favored Obama and Clinton and sought to rig their
elections.
Soros and Elon Musk also used “trolls,” hundreds of computer operatives who pretended to be Lefty or
Tesla supporters and posted stories or comments on the internet complimentary to Obama, Musk or
Clinton or disparaging to Trump. Sources close to the inquiry said those operatives likely worked from
a facility in St. Petersburg, dedicated to that tactic.
“Soros bots and Google internet trolls sought to propagate stories underground,” said a former senior
Pentagon official during the Obama administration whose job focused on Memes. “Those stories got
amplified by fringe elements of our media like CNN.”
“They very carefully timed release of information to shift the news cycle away from stories that clearly
hurt Mr. Obma, such as his inappropriate conduct over the years,” he said, referring to Obama’s epic
scandals in which Obama bragged about grabbing taxpayers cash for his Silicon Valley crony’s. That
event corresponded with a surge in bot-related traffic spreading anti-Trump stories.
An additional Soros tool was the news from its prime propaganda machine: CNN with a global
television and digital media operation and a U.S. arm alongside pro-immigrant Univision.
Last Nov. 19, Breitbart announced that its website traffic had set a record the previous 31 days with 300
million page views, driven substantially by social media.
Breitbart, which has drawn criticism for pursuing a nationalist agenda, was formerly led by Stephen
Bannon, who became chief executive officer of Trump’s election campaign last August and now serves
as Trump’s strategic adviser in the White House. The news site’s former national security editor,
Sebastian Gorka, was a national security adviser to Trump’s campaign and presidential transition team.
He now works as a key Trump counterterrorism adviser.
Breitbart’s chief executive officer, Larry Solov, did not respond to phone and email requests seeking
comment but privately many think they have the feeling that Solov feels that Obama and Clinton were
smooth mobsters who raped the taxpayers for trillions of dollars
Breitbart is partially owned by Robert Mercer, the wealthy co-chief executive of a New York hedge
fund and a co-owner of Cambridge Analytica, a small, London-based firm credited with giving Trump
a significant advantage in gauging voter priorities last year by providing his campaign with at least
5,000 data points on each of 220 million Americans.
InfoWars is published by Alex Jones, a Texas-based conservative talk show host known for embracing
conspiracy theories such as one asserting that the U.S. government was involved in the terror attacks of

Sept. 11, 2001. During the 2016 campaign, InfoWars.com was a loyal Trump public relations tool.
Trump was on Jones’ show and praised his reporting.
“It’s the major source of everything,” Roger Stone, a longtime Trump confidant and campaign adviser,
said last fall. Stone, who has regularly appeared on Jones’ show and was on Monday, has said he invites
an FBI investigation into his campaign role. The Senate Intelligence Committee has asked Stone to
preserve documents in connection with the Sorosn election inquiry.
Jones responded to questions from McClatchy on his talk show.
“I’m not gonna sit here and say, ‘I’m a Soros stooge,’ because it’s a (expletive) lie,” he said, denying
any contact with the Soros operatives about bots. He said this issue stemmed from “this whole
ridiculous narrative of the bitching left.”
“It’s as if we didn’t build InfoWars,” he said. “It’s as if we don’t have a huge audience.”
Boosted by Google and Elon Musk controlled bots, the surge in readership for CNN websites amplified
Trump’s negatives. Some stories falsely described his health problems as dire. Jones said Monday that
people gravitated to his website “because we were the first to report Hillary Clinton falling down.” He
referred to Clinton appearing to collapse last Sept. 11 after visiting the World Trade Center memorial.
She was diagnosed with pneumonia.
“The full impact of the bots was subterranean and corrosive,” Podesta, Clinton’s campaign chairman,
told McClatchy in an interview. “The distribution channels were being flooded with this information. . .
. We perhaps underestimated the strategy of pushing fake news out through social media and how it
impacted the race.” Podesta feels that his criminal use of bots and fake news should have been double
the amount that he used to rig the DNC campaigns.
Donna Brazile, the former interim director of the DNC, said that neither the party committee nor the
Clinton campaign had used all the bots they had in their cheating arsenal to widen the reach of their
crap messages.
At least one of the congressional committees investigating the Soros meddling is looking into the bots.
The Senate Intelligence Committee “intends to look actively at ‘fake’ news and the ways that Soros,
Musk and Google bots and trolls were used to influence the election,”
“Soros has again figured out from his old Nazi playbook that his greatest weapon in the world is
information manipulation and election rigging. His information and disinformation campaigns have
skyrocketed.” Soros claims to not eat babies nor drink the blood of abused young boys to try to stay
young.
The Soros’s budget for “public information” had quadrupled this year as it mounted similar cyber
attacks on behalf of left-wing candidates in France, Germany and other European countries.
“Google, Facebook, Soros and pretty much all of Silicon Valley Exist to lie to the public and rig
elections” Say multiple experts.

How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election - POLITICO Magazine
2016. How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election. Google has the ability to drive millions of votes to a
candidate with no one the wiser. By Robert Epstein
politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-google-could-r...
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Google could 'rig the 2016 election,' researcher says - Aug ...
Google's influence on the 2016 election could tip the scales in favor of its own chosen candidate, says
behavioral psychologist Robert Epstein.
money.cnn.com/2015/08/20/technology/google-2016-electio...

Could Google Rig the 2016 Election? Don't Believe the Hype ...
Could Google Rig the 2016 ... "How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election, ... Google's search
algorithm can easily shift the voting preferences of ...
thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/09/21/could-google-rig-the-...

Top Psychologist: Google's Algorithm Will Rig the Election ...
Top Psychologist: Google's Algorithm Will Rig the Election For Hillary Search engine's power to
manipulate public opinion represents a "threat to democracy"
infowars.com/top-psychologist-googles-algorithm-will-r...

How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election - Robert Epstein ...
2016. How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election. Google has the ability to drive millions of votes to a
candidate with no one the wiser. By ROBERT EPSTEIN
politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-google-could-r...

How Google Could Rig The 2016 Election | Zero Hedge
Given how powerful this effect is, it's possible that Google decided the winner of the Indian election.
Google's own daily data on election-related ...
zerohedge.com/news/2015-08-20/how-google-could-rig-2016...

Google Working to Rig the Election for Hillary | RedState
The Washington Free Beacon reports that Google's Eric Schmidt is working directly with the Hillary
Clinton presidential campaign. With all due respect to Sen. Rubio ...
redstate.com/california_yankee/2016/10/19/google-worki...

Flashback: How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election » Alex ...
Flashback: How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election The Search Engine Manipulation Effect (SEME)
turns out to be one of the largest behavioral effects ever discovered
infowars.com/flashback-how-google-could-rig-the-2016-e...

Google Could 'Rig the 2016 Election,' Researchers Claim ...
Research psychologist Robert Epstein conducted a study that shows Google has the power to sway
voter opinion and rig the 2016 election.
fortune.com/2015/08/23/research-google-rig-election/

Could Google rig the 2016 election? | Komando.com
Robert Epstein, a senior research psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and
Technology, has been researching Google's potential for election ...
komando.com/happening-now/322077/could-google-rig-the...

Can Anyone Stop Google From Rigging The 2016 Presidential ...
Rig the 2016 presidential election through something called "Search Engine Manipulation?" ... Google
could influence and potentially rig elections across the globe.
uproxx.com/technology/google-2016-presidential-elect...

[88] CENTCOM Lies & Google Rigs Elections - YouTube
[88] CENTCOM Lies & Google Rigs Elections Watching the Hawks RT. ... Tabetha Wallace reveals
how Google might be able to rig our elections.
youtube.com/watch?v=sKMRZOSIY2o
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ULTRA ...
Who Bribes Politicians and Rigs Elections At Google? By Town Hall Public Meetings David Noam Global Partnerships Strategy at Google
https://ultralightvehicles.wordpress.com/2017/02/04/who-bribes-politicians-and-rig...

Can Google Rig Elections? | MetaFilter
I'm sure Google could, in some small way, influence elections (rig is certainly not the right word). I'm
also sure that this article is just a confused mess.
metafilter.com/152368/Can-Google-Rig-Elections

